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lOPSEGRE'T 
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(MUL'fI-GROUP III) 

BY E-44'1:d ~()7 
SORS 11. / b 

28 Septenrber 1 

To locate ground ttersbyintercepting signal emissj.ons, 
811Etlyzj.hg and recording cl-:1rtain. cri tical characteristics of these (lata 
whileonorbi t. This payloacicontains a digital recorder and a 6 me analJe:: 
data storage unit (DSU) for recording electron:Le sions. The will 
perm:Lt fine grain measuremel"t of specif:Le signals of interest. These data 
are retrieved by transmission iA'ldigital and wid.ebandanalog form via the 
da ta links upon corr ..... rnand. 

SYSTEM. DESCRIPTION: 

This payload is an electronic reconnaissance system that intE;Y'cepts 
pulsed electronic emissions from ground radiations. Analog video signals 
from the receivers are Y'8corded on wideband recordingsysterl1. Digital data 
expressing frequency, time, and operating mode informatiun,are conrpiled 
periodically and recorded an an AR-400tape recorder. Ein:l:t ter param"'iters, 
sueh as frequeney, pulse repet:Ltion· frequency, pulse ',rldth and pulse 
amplitude are also recorded. The signals reeordeddnthe wide.;;banci system 
(DSD) will he read out, or transmitted, to .a ground station v:i.a a wide-
band UHF data link. The digital word recorded on AH-400 tape recorder will be 
out

t 
or transmitted; to a ground station Via a narrowband VHF data clink. 
Jvlajor Components: l'heMulti-Group payload consists of the fol101-vihg 

o major components: 

1. Antenna 
2. Receiver(s) 
J. Payload Control 
4. Data Handler 
5. Tape Recorder( s) 
6. VernierLocationModl.1le 
'1 .\t/ide Pulse Recognizer 
8. Predetection Module 

1. Antennas. Two log- spiral. antennas and an ll,;::i:'t "Jidual ho en 
a:r-l'angement are used to cover the four frequency ba.nd 5" \)neloge. 
covers Bands 3 and is an unfurlable structure of inyla.J:' 
i,5 storeci in a hermetically :3oaled canister and mounted on the end of a 

foot boom. The boom is extended after the t and. 
an~enna is inflated sh~ thereafter~ 

The oti1er log antenna is a fixed cone 
if3 oxposed foru80 cd't,er hose conG separa 

The 6 signal antenna a c:c.nical horn aCilv"L ty 
a:cchimedian spiral. AJ.'1other spiral v-J:Lthout tho horn E used for tbe 
inhibit antenna. 

rlnnnn .l::..O.n. (Or ra iH:' 'II" 
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The antenna radiation patterns dev(,lop a coverage cone the 

difference bFltween the amplitude of the signals received by the signal and 
inhibi,t antenna pair. The . size of the coverage cone angle is mai.nly 
influenced by (1) the signal and inhibit channel gain settings, (2) the 
payload altitude and ground speed, and 0) is set to be consistent "nth 
the scanning rates of the receiver. fA cone angle of 30 degrees at 
275 N.Mi. orbital altitude produces a circular coverage area of 150 N.t-fi. 
dj.ameter. 

2. Receivers: The frequency range of themu.ltigroup pa.yload is 
divided into four receiver bands: Band:3 - 25J-55J t-fHz, Band 4 - 522-1065 
M,.qz, Band 5 - l048-2106MI:Izand Band 6 - 2055-4225 lli:Iz. Each band ut:Lliz8s 
a complete receiver consisting of an RJe front end, an IF/video section, and 
an amp.litude comparator. 

Sum and differencemodesigna.ls from the antenna forming the signal 
and inhibit chap.nels ,respectively, are amplified, mixed, amplified again, 
detected and routed to an am,plitude comparator. The amplitude comparator 
examines these signals for relative amplitude difference, and determines 
"Jhether they came from an emitter within ·the desired circle of coverage. If 
so, an accept pu.lse is generated wi.thin the comparator and sent to the Data 
Handler (DR) and the signal is processed. An inbancl.detector inhibits th(:; 
generation of an accept 'pulse foY' an off-channel response (those signals 
appearing from detuned signals outside the IF passband). A discri~ninat(jr 
receives the .limited IF output from the signal log IF amplifier an.:} delivers 
a discriminator video output to the payload control (PLC)c 

3. Payload·· Control (PLC 2: The payload control component receives 
i.nterface commands andconvert:s them into a form that provides the controls 
for payload operation. It provides; 

a o stbrage, interpretation, or distribution of nearly all 
interface commands as necessary to control the payload in its various modes 
of operation. 

b. Recorder controls for the digital recorder. 

c. Protection to the analog recorder by proper voltage 
control to pre\lent destruction of the tape. 

do Receiver scan voltage genel'ation "nth back-up capability 
(the back-up generator does not provide a quadrant select capability). 

e. Payload sequencing and scan oontrols. The bays are 
sequenced 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, regardless of which receivel"s are 
located in the bays. Any bay disabled will not be included in the 
sequence, and no delay will be encoUntered in scanning thY'ough a dis
abled bay. Any disabled quadrant or quadrants cannot be by-passed, 
however, without some delay. (64 usec each quadl'ant). 

HANDLE. VIA 

BYEMAN 
CONTROL SY$fLM 
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4. Data Handler (DE); The data handler receives, measures, 
and stores the electrica.l descriptj.on of the electromagnetic 
by the payload. The following inform.ation is processed: 

a. Pulse Repetition ·Interval (PRI). The circuit 

BYE-444SJ-67 

receives the accept pulses from the receiver, digitzes and stores the 
internval between them and determ.ines the basic time for '.,hieh the data 
handler operates on an input signal before generating a data. word. 

b. Pulse Width (P1tJ). The PvJ circ.'Uit receives, digitizes, 
and stores the PW information conta,:Lned in the accept gate input to the 
data ha..Yldler. This circuit dtgitizes PvP s form 0.25 usee to 379.75 1].8ec. 

c. Pulse Amplitude (PA). The PA circuit digitizes and 
stores signal channel PA information from the receivers. This circuit 
digitizes PAIs over alange of 52 db. 

d. Pulse Amplitude Difference (PAD). The PAD circuit 
measures, digitizes, and stores the PAD between the signal and inhibit 
amplitude gate tnputs. T~e PAD compares and subtracts the inhibit pulse 
ampli tude from the signal pulse amplitude VJhen the p1J.lses are coincident. 
If the inhibit amplitude gate width is greater than the Signal ampli·':tLde 
gate vridth, the PAD circuit inputs are blanked since no accept pulses "rill 
be received by the data handler under this condition. 

e. Band Code, Frequency, and Time are other characteristics 
that are processed through the data handler. 

rrhe data handler also originates the record actuate signal through a 
record control circuit to the tape recorders after the electrtcal 
characteristics of the intercept have been analyzed and digitized in the 
data handler. 

This record control circuit synchronizes the proper operation for 
start':';stop words when either recorder is turned ON or OFF and steers all 
forms of digital words to the proper recorder" 

5. Tape Recorders: The digital tape recorder records digita.l 
information in a start-stop fashion on magnetic tape and, on command, 
plays back this information continuously in either a forviard or reverse 
dil"ection. The tape recorder stores the processed digital data from the Lifl 
during an intercept. During readout, the stored data are read out t:::: 1~he JE 
reprocessing. The fo.l.lowing is a summary of the digital tape recorder 
characteristics: 

f.<A NDLE VI;' 

BYEMAN 
CONfROl SYSTEM 

Number of tracks 

Steady-state recording 
speed 

Four (two for information and tvJO for 
synchronization) 
22.5 ips 

TOP SECRET 
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Steady-state readout 
speed 
Start time 
Record time 
Time beyond viord 
Bit density 
Tape capacity 

TOP SECRET 

22.5 ips 

6.8 + 0.4 mi.lliseconds 
9.6 + 0.5 milliseconds 
3.3 + 0.3 milliseconds 
444 bits per inch (nominal) 
Sufficient for 6200 recorded words minimum 

The digital recorder is switchable to the SEITER payload by 
read time commands. 

BYE-44453-67 

THO ",nalog recorders are provided, one as backup. The Analog Recorder 
rer.;:ords an2log and digital information and operates in a steady state condition. 
On command, playback is obtained continuously in a reverSe direction, with the 
last recorded information being readout first. 

Analog tape recorder characteristics: 

Recording time ". L~O min. 
1:1 readin/readout 6 Me pre-detection 
Number of channels - 1 video and 1 digital 

6. Verr~er Location Module (VLM). The Vil1 is an add-on module that 
az~~~thal location of emitters within the cone of coverage. It 

is designed to operate "rith the antennas for Bands 3, 4, and 5. As a 
component, the IJLM is concerned only with measuring the electrical phase 
difference angle bet"ween certain combinations of the conical spiral antenna 

so as to yield azimuthal location information. It samples the 
signal and iY'..hibit channels in the receiver and measures the phase 
difference over a 3600 range to "within ± 400 Q The azimuth angle of incoming 
signals shall be coded in 5 bits. The VIM will be ON and operational when-
07er the payload is ON during readin and calibrate. 

7. Hide Pulse Recognizer (WPR). The WPR is an add-on module that 
provides reco~~ition of an emitter pulse greater than 75 usec with a signal 
cnannel input po"rer greater than - 65 dbm. The WPR is independent and is a 
se?arate receiVer. Since the WPR receiver works independently there is no 

scan associated with the VJPR operation. All the bands continue to scan 
and receive data in the normal scan mode. The digital track of the DSU will 
contain lr:.arker words for the bands that are turned on, and theWPR alarm bit 
,·rill be a one, indicating DS"U video is a valid WPR intercept. The DSU will 
either start up from the off condition or pull tape from a standby condition 
fer the duration of the wPR signal. If the DSU is already in steady state 
act<late "Then the wide signal generates an alarm, the pre..;D track of 
the DS"J will be to the WPR receiver. TheWPR operatiopwillcease 
after a 15 second delay from loss of an intercept. The WPR wil.l be enabled 
C:I and OFF by real-time commands. 

BYEMAN TOP.··SE&RET 
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8. Special Special Detector (SSD; The SSD is an add-or. modLLle 
which is mounted in the Payload Vehicle. This module is somewhat similar 
to the one on 7162 in that it is not a separate receiver like the WPR. 
The SSD obtains its inputs from the high-level signal channel video out
put of the multigroup pay.load receivers. This is a considerable expansion 
of capabi1ity as compared with the previous SSD which was operated in 
conjunction with only Band 4. There are numerous design and timing changes 
which create consid~rable difference in operation between the two UIlits. 

The SSD operates in all bands and for specific frequency ranges in 
certain of these bands. The table below shows the significant pa.rameter 
ranges for each band. There is an amplitude threshold requirements for 
each band which has to be satisfied to produce an alarm. 

SSD TECHNICAL REQUIREf>1ENTS 

Band Amplitude PW - 1 PT,J - 2 Frequency 
No. Threshold (dbm) (usee) (usec) v-Jindo1fl (MHz) 

3 65 .::: 3 10 30 260-400, 460-530 

L~ 65 ;: 3 5 60 530-1060 

5 70 1: 3 10 30 1060-2100 

6 70 ;: 3 1.3 5.6 3100-4200 

The pLLlse width comparator in the 7163 SSD is quite different from 
that of 7162 in that there are two selectable pulse width standards for 
each band. Each pLLlse width circuit has a. wide and narrow choice which 
can be selected by rea.l time command and involves simplY a component 
change for each comparator circuit. 

The pLLlse width comparison circuit for each band compares the signal 
ch8.14'1el high levelvideo.output. of a particular receiver ItJith the selected 
standard pLLlse for that receiver. This comparison.is made only after the 
intercept meets the amplitude andfrequ6ncy criterla. 

To prevent CW signals from causing false alarms, a three pLLlse 
verification circ11.it is under consideration forinc,lusion in the SSD. At 
least three pulses must OCCUr within a prescribed time period in order to 
produce an alarm. 

AnYPLLlsein any.bandthatlsbe'lhgscanned which meets the proper 
ampli tudethreshold,f:requencywindow, and pulse wldth s e,lection require
ments (and has been veri:ried),will cause an ssIi alarm to occur. 

HANDLE VJA. 
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9. SSD Operation \fith No WPR Signal Present: This SSD alarm does 
many things which will be discussed below. First of a.ll, and most 
important, an SSD alarm will cause the normal accept pulses generated in 
the receiver amplitude comparators to be blanked in the data handler. 
This causes all normal data inside the field of view to be inhibited. 
The pulses which are causing the SSD to alarm will generate what is known 
as a {j,PW (delta Pulse Width) gate. This new D",pw gate will now go to 
the pay.load Data Handler to be processed in place of the nermaJ. Accept 
Gates. Pulse Repet~tion Rates (PRF') and Pulse Width (PW) measurements 
are made from these llpW gates. Since ~PW gates are generated from the 
signal channel high level video only, they can be from emitters which 
are either inside or outside the normal coverage area. It should be 
noted that pulse amplitude (PA) and pulse amplitude difference (PAD) 
measurements of SSD alarm signals will be inaccurate. PA and PAD 
measurements are normally generated from amplitude gates from both the 
signal and inhibit channel video pulses. Amplitude gates arising from 
SSD video pulses are initiated in the receiver amplitude comparators at the 
beginning of these pulses but the measurement of their width in the Data 
Handler is not initiated until the beginning of the APW gate. 

}!ANDU V.!A 

BYEMAN 
CON1ROl SySHM 

A l:iPw gate causes the fo,llowi~g sequence of events: 

1. Inhibits normal Accept Gates and thereby enables processing 
of SSD signals which originate outside the coverage circle. Also, 
the data handler will write words only on thcs e intercepts which 
are I'filtered" by the SSD and thus all unwanted non-SSD interleaved 
pulses are inhibited. 

2. Signals the data handler to s\~tch to lock-on mode, thus 
providing ten data words to the digital recorder every ten to 
'twelve seconds. 

J. Signals the .payload control unit to stop receiver scan. 

4. Signals a time delay circuit to start the DSU after a 
2 second delay. The 2 second delay has been incorporated to 
allow the DSU to recoVer from any OFF command which may have 
been sent previously. The DSU if.1.l1 actuate and pull tape to 
record either the pre-detected or detect'edvideo pay.load output 
after another 42 second delay (provided,it was in an OFF state) 
or rAill a.ctuate andpu:iltapfJ after the 2 second delay if it was 
already in the standby statEr. 

5. Starts a 66 + 6 second timer. At the completion of the 
time-out plus thetimerequ,ired for the daiahandlerto complete 
a lock-on seq'18nce (an additional I to 12 seconds), the :o.llowing 
events take place: 

19P5EGRET· 
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a) The SSD circuitry signals the receiver in operation 
to scan half a pass band. 

b) Unblanks the alarm gate to check if an SSD alarm 
signal is still present. 

If an alarm signal is still present the process above is repeate::i 
and the DSU remains ON. The re-start of the timer is so rapid that, 
depending on the time between time-out and re-initiate, the second anc 
subsequent SSD stop scan times could be as short as 30 seconds because 
of timer characteristics. Whenever the timer times out, the receiver 
moves over half a pass band and the alarm gate unblanks again. Once 
the receiver has been tuned past the alarming signa.l, a 120 millisec:J:nd 
time delay is allowed to fire. The trailing edge of tiois pulse in t:.:;.rr. 
fires the D~J OFF time delay which turns off the DSJ. 

BYE--±-±-;'S3-o1 

10. SSD Operation with the WPR: If a WPR signal is present 00 

intercepting an SSD alarm, it would be controlling the DSG and the DSJ 
video track would be switched to the vJPR output. At the tirno of an 5SIJ 
alarm, the priority circuitY'J in the SSD would take over the DSU in 
exactly the same manner as in 7162. Operation of the SSD '!lOuld be the 
same as previous.ly described. 

If the vJPR signa.l "Tere still present or an Analog P,ead-In i.;ere 
programmed ON, the DSU would not be turned OFF at the completion cf 
the tuning through an SSD alarm signal, and the pay.load wO:1.1d revert 
back to w'PR operation or Analog Read-In. 

During SSD operation, signals inside the normal circle of coverage 
will be tagged and those outside the circle w"ill not be since 
the tagging function takes place -within the amp.litude comparat,or. h01-:
ever, digit.'l words "r.LIl be written on SSD intercepts Hhether they are 
inside or rutside the coverage circle. 

11. Predetection Modu.le (PDM): The predetection modu.le is an a66-
on module that processes and shapes received signals for analog 
before detection. It is designed to operate w"ithin a.11 the receiver bands, 
PW! sand PRI 1 s. The PDMl'eceives pOi':re1:' and combined IF pu.lse signals from 
the VLM. However, the PDH and VU1 may be operated separately 0::' 

becm_lse of their intereopnectionwith the PLC. 

The PDM "rill be turned ON and DFF by real-time c01l"J11and. 

ITEM 

Frequency range (Me) 
S l" t ) ... pec. ..Llilll s· 

Bandwidth (Mc) 

P AYLGAD GfiA.;c"tACIERISTICS 

3 4 

253-553 522_10.65 

4.0. 2.0. 

T9PSECREI 
't"ll:(,;UlCftr, 'fROM: .Ir.(jTO~A:\.(C R€<;.RAO,"'fG. 

'b¢D D! r.tU:'t1 v (.52.oti ~o 'OOf;S NO! Ai>N"!. 

5 

1048-2106 

5.0. 
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HaximumP\~ 

Sensitivity 

Antenna gain 

, ,'.' , 

13y-'a.Thoradbooster anomil1a1275 n mi 7 SO 
inc.lina t:i0n 6ircular9rbit:VJ:i~h~8-'rn.~ss:i0n;~ifetj,rrle.of 30 .. 6°. da.ys. The 
digital.record~r ,.)il:l'beprogl'amm.edonfr0l'11boJ:'cl.8y- ... toborde:t;', the analog 
recbrderand payloadrflodes"4]"lbe,ipie;.;prog:t'an1~edfor.()peratioti .over 
Spe9inclocatiobsaoc6rdints,£o$OF\Sguidelin~.s. .Allda~a 'Will' be dumped . . 
and recorded atZIfa,.ciHties •• Tp,e;ciigitalmatel'iaJ.:"rt11 b,?<sent ,electronically 
to processors andtheana1.ogdi:i:taV{:i:!n<be fOi~al'dedby c0u:rier.LocatJon 
acouracieswltlbe±.35nm:i/for'.oneiihtercept;and:lessformultipIe intercept. 

basic ,operating f{LYjctio~:~,of ihipaYloadare r~adin,calibrate, and 
A sUrrplifi.ed<.exp';·~ara:tion'of thes?opera brig coridi tions given 'readout. 

beim·r. 

of 
on 
scanning sequence. 
As.carl generator" 
in the sequence~ 
th'e 

Signal andinhibita~te1in§l:outp:Qts<lre 
channels having same gain ..• characterist:i.cs. 

BYEMAN' 
CO),jTROt 5~(T~-,~ 

sElparate recelving 
amplitudecomparj. s em 
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is performed on the) outputs of these two channels. ~fhen the amplttude of 
the signal channel exceeds that of the inhibit channel by the desired 
amount, an identifying tag (accept gate) is generated that locates the 
signal (if the amplitude of the stgnal charmel is not greater than the 
inhibit channel, a tag is not generated and the signal is not processed). 

Upon receipt of a signal 1'1'0111 the coverage area, an accept gate is 
generated within the receiver, i.nitiating DH operation. The DB signals 
the PI,e to stop the' receiver scan for up to thI'ee more accept gates. At 
least two accept gates are required to generate a data word, although foul' 
a.1'6 required fol' a complete word. If a second gate is not received within 
the maximum PHI for the band, the DH is reset, Scan resumes, and in the 
normal scan mode, no data word is produced. When the fourth accept gate 
is received, the DH -will have comp18ted :3 PRI, 2 PW, 2 PA, PAD, freqmmcy 
and time measurements, and .\'Jill Cl"ansfer the .data Hord to the recorders. 
The DH then initiates the actuate signals to the recorder that is programmed 
on. The timing at. this point is .a function of the mode programmed and the 
recorder being used o Tn the normal scan mode, the scan remains stopped only 
long enough to obtajJl up to four accept gates and generate a datawol'd. 

Four different types of 9tS-bit digital words are generated: Cl)the 
data word just mentioned,. which is geherated for each time verified incoming 
signal within the coverage area; (2) the start word which is generated when 
either tape recordel' is turned on in a write mode, and the stop word Hhich 
is generated as each recorder is turned off at the end of a write 'period; 
(3) the s'l:,atus t..Jord,vhich is generated between the frequency scan of Bay Lj, 
and Bay ,1 and (lj,) the marker word l-Jhich is generated and permit interpolation 
of a signal t s fl'equency~ If a record signal should be received during the 
generation of a marker word, the data word will override the marker word. 

Calibrate Mode: In the calibrate mode,known signals are transmitted 
to the payload and the data are transmitted toa tracking station in real 
time. Program 770 ASTROPID'SICAL RESEARCH VEHICLE I s are utilized to transmit 
signals of known pae>ameters from predetermined sites inside the Vandenberg 
area of tracking coverage to the 'payloado 

Readout: In the readout mode, the stored digital data and pertinent 
payload monitor points information are transmitted to the station. When 
the payload receives the digital readout command, the DIGITAL tape recorder 
reads out the data in reVerse order to the DR. The DR reprocesses the data 
for transmission by the command and control SUbsystem. Transrrd.ssj.on is 
automatically stopped whenfront ... of-tape is reached. 

The analog recorder records on one side of the tape whtle the tape 
moves in one direction, and on the other side while the tape mOVes in 
the opposite directiono when the Analog Readout ON cOll1.mand is given, 
the recorder will read out in the reverse direction from which it reads 
in, with the last recorded information being read out first. 

HANDLE V1A 
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MISSION 7232 

(SETTER IE) 

OBJECTIVE: The SETTER IBpay,load is an electronic reconnaissance system 
which locates ground-based S-Band emitters by making mlativephase 
measurements on the received RF signal. The SETTER IB is capahle of working 
in dense signal environments usingern:Ltter frequency and geoposition as 
parameters for sorting thepu:.lsetrains. The payload processes and records 
the intercept information in digital form and converts the recorded information 
into a form suitable for transmission to the ground 

SYSTEM: SETTER IB ts integrally mounted with the prime payload (in this 
case Mis sion 7163) on a fu:.lly stabi1ized A':~NA vehicle. It is a 6 channe1, 
90 dbm sensitivity system using six circular horn antennas arranged in an 
interferometrio array feeding six sup(3rheterodynereoeivers each tuned in 
2.56 steps 2604.5 to 3216 MC with 2.4 mc bandwidth. The dwelT Hme on eaoh 
step is 26. mseo or 52 mse.c. During this time the 1:20 x 340 mi field of 
view is scanned and the radio frequency ,pulse vridth and repetition interval 
of received pulses are digiti\?'ed and stor.ed. The SETTER data is reoorded and 
dumped on the same type oflO,O:)Obit/seo equipment as is the Mission 7163 
data. One 182 bit words is used for each intercept; 6550 intercepts can be 
stored and the total dump ·time is only 165 sec. The SETTER IBpayload has 
three fundamental funotional modes of operation: a reoonnaissanoe mode 
(read-in:, and two real .... tlme modes (readout, and oalibrate and record). 

Read-In 

The readin or reoonnaissance mode maybe further subdivided into 5 
operational modes: The normal mode and 3 alternate modes. In the normal 
mode, 4 suooessive :pulses maybe analy\?,ed from the same emitter, but only 
2 are needed to oonfirmthe interoeptandprint descd.ptive 182 bit digital word onto 
the associated AR-400tape recorder. All basic intercept parameters, together wiih 
other necessary data, are recorded in the data word. In any operational mode, 2 
start-stop words are genera:tedat both.thebeginning and the end of an observation 
period. These words contain system time, vehicle attitude, and payload operational 
oonfigu.raticlh. Also, 2 time attitude words are generated once OlerJ 16 seoonds 
during an observation period. The 3 alternate modes are provided to permit 
oontinued limited systemperforniarice in the event of oertain malfunctions. 
All modes are disoussedbelow:' 

Normal Mode. The normal> mode utilizes a Space'V-Jindow concept of sorting 
phase (geoposition) information of emitter signals for the logio decision to 
process or rejeot. The nornial mode permits de-interleaving during a single 
dwellperiodo All of the fo.llowing irihibit..;.confirm parameters are also 
analyzed in the normal mode of read-in: 

HANOl E VlI'. 

BiEMAN 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

a. vJithin phase field-of-view (FOV) 

b. Real and not a spurious signal 

UP lQPSEGRET 
DCLUD-ED fROM AUTDMA'riC REGRADING 

hOD DiRECTIVE- S20D 10 DOES NDT APPLY 
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T6PSECRET 

rIo PWF'vJ min (0 •. 1Xsec) 

e. Within Frequency proCeSs band 

Alternate Model. ·'Tliis cOlnrnand 
memory and the Space WiYldovl memory. 

sha.Ll disahlethe 

Alternate Mode .II..· ';Ihis comm?-nd shaLl di.s",ble 
inhibit fUnctions: 

(a) Tmin Inhibit 
(b) Tma:X:Inh:i.bit . 
(c) . AIR' Inhibit . 

BYE-444S~-G 

storage 

Alternatel1ode TII. This command shaLL disahlethe follol-Ting cGY1i'irmj 
inhibit functions: 

(a) 
(b) Phase Field ·of View Inhibit 

Readout 

In the readout mode,the data ';"hichw8.3 stored in lJR Z-112.r1<: forIn is 
.:readout through the IBUto the data link in J.levelRZ code. The tal 
tape recorder is the same type ",s th'at used with. the 716JpaylDad and r"ay 
be switchedtoMiss~()n 7160 byi~al time cOrPJlla.'1d. 

. . 

In the ca:librate andxecordmode;knOWTl s.ignals are transmitted tG 
the payload and the digital .dataare trarlsmitted to a tracking station in 
rea.l-time at .the same time the data are recorded. Program 770 Astl'o 
Physica.l ResearchVehic1e,ls are utilized to transmit. signals of known 
parameters from predeterJrlineds:ites inside the Vandenberg area of 
coverage to the payload;. .' . 

Location accuracy SETTER is ±-T.5 n mi onasingle intercept "Titr, 
even increased·confidence.andminiinized system errors possible from 
rrru.l tiple hits, Rf measu~en1eYlta.ccuracy.is ±- 2.0 mcspulse vTidthresolutic)Y: 
accuracy is £15% fromO.4i;,oOi6usecand ±-10% f:tom 06 usee on, pulSe 
repetition interval is rheasuredto.::.J%·· and pulse amplitude .ismeasl~red 
±-2.5 db over a dh dynamic ra:(1ge. 

SETTER TBis an advanced alJ,:':solld state system uSingelectronic:ally 
tlli1ed frequency synthesi,zedstriplinereceivers and a magnetic core data 
handler. 

EXPECTED L TFETlME :Jo ... 60a.:?ys~ 

SCHEDULED LAUNCH DATE: Winter 1967-68. 

!:1ANOl [VIA 

{QPSEGRET BYEMAN 
CO~TI'iOl SYS1EM 
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TOP SECRET BYE-44453-67 

SETTER IB PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS 

Frequency coverage 2604 i 1 Mc to 3200 + 1 Mc 

Scan time (entire freq. range) 7.2 sec or 13.8 sec (max dwe.ll at 
each 1 MC step) 

Diy-ell time (time atone 
discrete frequency)· 

D:TDamic range (referenced to 
antenna input) 

Pulse repetition interval 
PRI min 
PRJ max. 

Pulse width (PH) 
PW min 
PW max 

Absolute pu .. lse alnplitude 

Space coverage 

DF Accuracy 

POP 
BYEMAN 

CONTROL SY$TfM: 

26 MS or 52 MS 

40 db 

40usec 
26 millisec 

0.4 usec 
3.3336 usec to CW 

Encoded in a 2.5 db increments, + 5 db 
(bottom increment) 

A rectang1e approximate1y 120 n.m. wide and 
340 n.m. 10ng (at 275 n.m.a1t.) (The width 
dimension is along "'~he flight path) 

CPE of 1.50 (t ang1e) cone about the line 
of sight to the emitter (payload only) 
(Equiv. to 0.6745 ). 

';'JQP'SEERET 
rxc~u·~EO :,F"RdM ',' AU'iOM'h;t? ~E~RA'ci!NG 
000'· ~·I.R"( .. c:.1\V ~'. 5·20.:O,f6'~ .. 66~.s 
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